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Abstract

Taking the current presence of South Sudanese refugees in

northern Uganda as a case-study, this paper explores how dif-

ferent forms of mobility enable them to better cope with the

harsh conditions caused by their displacement. Based on exten-

sive field research, the results of this article show how for

South Sudanese refugees, crossing borders can be empower-

ing, although these complex strategies do not fit within the

mutually exclusive ‘durable solutions’ proposed by the inter-

national refugee regime. Looking through a transnational lens,

it is illustrated how different forms of movement enable the

refugees to hold on to certain aspects of ‘normal life’, such as

being employed, enacting customs and visiting loved ones, blur-

ring the distinction between voluntary and forced migration.

This results in a deepening of transnational networks as the

generally large South Sudanese families find theirmembers dis-

persed across Ugandan and South Sudanese town centres, vil-

lages, refugee settlements and third countries in Africa and

elsewhere.
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INTRODUCTION

In forced migration studies, the movement of refugees is either taken as a fait accompli (Lubkemann, 2010) or consid-

ered as inappropriate, following the sedentary logic of the international refugee regime (Scalettaris, 2007). The lives
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of refugees are often described in terms of exception and immobility, whereby refugee settlements are seen as ‘non-

places’, the ultimate embodiment of their isolation (Diken & Laustsen, 2005, referring to Augé, 1995). Researchers

that do study refugeemobilities, tend to focus on secondary or ‘onward’ movement, or third country resettlement. As

such, too little attention is given to the ‘navigation and exploitation of borders and boundaries in the course of people’s

(forced) migration journeys’ (Kaiser, 2010, p. 45). Taking the current presence of South Sudanese refugees in northern

Uganda as a case-study, this paper explores their ‘everyday mobilities’ and how they cross and make use of borders

more specifically.

The social landscape of the South Sudanese refugees is characterized by two important forms of mobility. First,

many of the refugees are attracted by the living conditions and socio-economic opportunities available in neighbour-

ing town centres. Still, they commute to the settlements at least once a month as their registration is a sine qua non

condition to remain eligible for support. Second, a relatively high degree of cross-border mobility can be identified

between the northern Ugandan settlements and South Sudan. Driven by diverse push and pull factors, the refugees

cross the proximate and porous border with their former ‘home’ country,1 for short visits as well as extended stays.

The contribution of this paper is twofold. First and foremost, in line with Lubkemann’s (2010) work on wartime

(im)mobilities, this paper shows how for South Sudanese refugees, crossing borders can actually be empowering,

although these complex strategies do not fit within themutually exclusive ‘durable solutions’ proposed by the interna-

tional refugee regime.

The findings underline that, although they find themselves in adverse circumstances, the refugees showcase a high

degree of agency. It is illustrated how different forms of movement enable refugees to hold on to certain aspects of

‘normal life’, such as being employed, enacting customs and visiting loved ones. For themajority of the South Sudanese

refugees, displacement remains the dominant form of mobility, having only limited room for rather exceptional move-

ments during occasions of decease, illness or celebration. Yet for others, the forced displacement itself has trans-

formed into other forms of mobility over time (VanHear, 2003).

A second contribution is to look at how South Sudanese refugees navigate borders, using a transnational lens.

Transnationalism indicates that, given contemporary global developments, social ties and interactions are spanning

across the borders of nation-states (Vertovec, 1999, p. 447; Horst, 2008). In this line of thinking, the central role of

nation-states and their borders as determinants of migrants’ activities and identities is questioned (Horst, 2008, p.

31). Recently, the mobility of refugees and its implications on national and regional policies have become more than

ever at the centre of attention, among researchers as well as policy makers; and especially in the sphere of refugees

and asylum seekers, stateswant to exercise full control (Koser, 2007). Since themajority of refugee streams take place

within the global South, and taking into account displacement to a neighbouring country provides more possibilities

for transnational activities (Brees, 2010), this study considers refugeemobilities between northernUganda and South

Sudan. Looking at this particular example of South-South movement, the study responds to a gap, as the literature

on refugees and transnationalism has focused on South-North movements so far (e.g. Hammond, 2013; Oeppen,

2013).

That refugees engage in cross-border movement between the host and ‘home’ country is not new. In her

study of Sudanese refugees, before southern independence in 2011, Kaiser describes the extent in which the

movement between northern Uganda and southern Sudan2 ‘has been influential in the protection, livelihood

and development tactics of refugees at all stages of their forced migration trajectories’ (2010, p. 45). And also

among other displaced communities, similar flows have been discussed, such as Somali refugees as ‘transna-

tional nomads’ (Horst, 2008) or Karen refugees crossing the border between Thailand and Myanmar (Bird, 2019;

Brees, 2010; Horstmann, 2014; Sharples, 2020). Given that refugees have multiple boundaries to navigate,

this paper describes how the South Sudanese are exploiting country borders, as well as those of the refugee

settlements.

Considering the asylum country as a new and ‘unfamiliar’ world (Malkki, 1995, p. 508), the conflict-refugee

approach blinds us for the fact that movements of refugees during exile are often a continuation of pre-flight mobili-

ties (Monsutti, 2008). So although transnationalism is sometimes wrongly seen as a ‘passe-partout’ (Boccagni, 2012;
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Portes & DeWind, 2004), the framework permits a better andmore realistic understanding of (forced) migrants’ daily

lives and activities (Boccagni, 2012, p. 128).

As such, the study takes a closer look at the ‘everyday mobilities’ of the South Sudanese, while at the same time

zooming out to include broader regional, as well as personal histories. Doing so, the findings give insight into how

the choices of refugees are made based on a continuation of previous practices, mobilities and relationships (cf. Bar-

ret, 2009, Kaiser, 2010). Older nodes of networks continue to exist, while new ones are created as a response to

new conditions people find themselves in. This results in a strengthening of transnational networks as the generally

large South Sudanese families find their members dispersed across Ugandan and South Sudanese town centres, vil-

lages, refugee settlements and third countries in Africa and elsewhere. These realities confirm that binary distinctions

between ‘refugees’ and ‘migrants’ or ‘refugees’ and ‘hosts’ are blurred or even artificial (cf. Allen 1996; Scalettaris,

2007).

One of themain pitfalls of a transnational approach, however, is the risk to overlook the structural inequalities that

influence migrants’ (lack of) mobility (Brees, 2010). According to Al-Ali et al. (2001), one’s capability to participate in

transnational activities is determined by both desire and ability. As we could expect, not all our respondents had the

ability or the desire to be mobile; with many being hampered by the structural lack of resources characterising the

northern Ugandan region.

As refugee flows should be placed within their broader socio-economic and historical context (Barrett, 2003, p.

1), this paper will first provide a short overview of the northern Uganda and South Sudan border region, especially

in light of past and current cross-border activities. Second, the methodological section elaborates on how empirical

results have been attained. In the results section, it is described how mobility proves to be an important element of

the refugees’ survival strategies. Hereafter, the article endswith a discussion on how to rethink refugeemobilities and

what this couldmean for future repatriation efforts.

SETTING THE SCENE

From the 1950s onwards, the region of northern Uganda and South Sudan is in the grips of wide-scale violence and

refugee flows, beginning with the First Sudanese Civil War (1955–1972), whereby thousands of Sudanese crossed

the border with Uganda. The other way around, after the overthrow of Idi Amin in 1979, a large part of the northern

Ugandan population had to seek refuge in southern Sudan (Allen, 1988; Harrell-Bond, 1986). When the Ugandans

gradually returned, they were soon followed by their Sudanese neighbours who were fleeing the Second Civil War

(1983-2005) (Hovil, 2018; Refugee Law Project, 2006).

After the hopeful signing of the Comprehensive Peace Agreement (CPA) between the Government of Sudan and

the Sudan People’s LiberationMovement/Army (SPLA/M) in 2005, and South Sudan’s independence in 2011, nobody

expected the newly established nation would so soon fall victim to war again. In December 2013, conflict erupted

between government forces loyal to President Salva Kiir (SPLA) – and opposition forces following his former Deputy

RiekMachar (SPLA-IO). Even though a peace agreement has been signed in 2018, at the time ofwriting, conditions for

a ‘safe and dignified repatriation’ were not yet in place (UNHCR 2020).

Next to relatively smaller numbers of refugees from other countries, including DRC, Rwanda and Burundi, Uganda

currently hosts more than 880,000 South Sudanese, of which the large majority in the northern districts (GoU &

UNHCR 2020). Uganda is widely praised for its progressive refugee policy, most especially its 2006 Refugee Act, that

grants refugees the freedom to work and the freedom to move. This results in a significant amount of mobility and

interaction with surrounding communities in terms of trade, social events and sharing of services. Refugees are also

free to settle independently in urban areas or town centres, but given that settlement registration is a sine qua non

condition for the refugees to be eligible for support,most of the South Sudanese remain in the rural settlements. Field-

work for this paper took place in Adjumani district. Being part of the relatively marginalized north-western region of

Uganda, the district is hosting more than 200,000 refugees across 13 refugee settlements (GoU & UNHCR 2020).
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These settlements are operated byUNHCR and its implementing partners, under the coordination of theOffice of the

PrimeMinister (OPM).

The border between Uganda and South Sudan is intensively crossed in both directions, for both life-sustaining

(‘everyday mobilities’) as well as life-rupturing forms of mobility (including forced displacement) (cf. Barrett, 2009).

Mobility happens in various forms, driven by many other factors than physical insecurity (Kaiser, 2010), including the

search for betterment in terms of education, employment and intermarriages. The respondents especially underlined

howUganda offers an attractive alternative for South Sudan’s poor education facilities.

Moreover, the colonial border cuts across several ethnic communities,meaning the samecommunities canbe found

at both sides (Leonardi & Santschi, 2016; Leopold, 2005; Merkx, 2000). The ethnic interconnections facilitate cross-

border trade, with trading patterns going back to pre-colonial times (Meagre, 1990; Titeca, 2009). Over time, also the

informal trade of legal and illegal goods has become increasingly popular (Leopold, 2009). Especially during the period

after theCPA (2005), the border areawas characterisedby economic opportunities, drivenby ahighdemand for goods

and state-building processes (Schomerus & Titeca, 2012). Since at both sides of the border, areas have not only been

physically but also politically marginalised, a ‘coping economy’ has emerged for local communities, turning the border

into themain resource to provide development (Titeca, 2009). As such, the border can be seen as negatively imposed,

while it is also ‘a valuable resource to be exploited’ (Leopold, 2009, p. 475).

Being characterized by repeated cycles of violence, war has become the ‘normal context for the unfolding of social

life’ (Lubkeman, 2010, p. 1), turning forcedmigration into an important elementof the social landscape. FormanySouth

Sudanese it is not the first time to live in exile in Uganda; and some of them can fall back on previously established

social ties. As entire Equatorian communities had to flee toUganda during thewar before independence (Schomerus&

Titeca, 2012), there is a large group of South Sudanese that grew up in the Adjumani settlements or town. So although

the 1995 Constitution does not allow refugees to obtain citizenship, there is a high degree of de facto integration,

facilitated by their ‘border identity’ (Merkx, 2000). Oftentimes, in view of the shared history, people have questioned

if itwouldhavebeen ‘morenatural’ if people from thenorthernUgandandistricts (West-Nile) belonged toSouthSudan

(Leopold, 2009, p. 470).

METHODOLOGY

This paper is based on data collected during approximately six months of fieldwork, spread over three periods

between 2018 and 2019. As the rural settlements are the backbone of Uganda’s policy framework, two settlements

were selected to studymovements to outside locations, namely ‘Boroli’ and ‘Alere’. Because the broader study purpose

was to study refugee-host dynamics and in view of South Sudan’s unstable conditions at the time of study, research

effortswere focussed on the selected settlements and the districts’ main town centre, Adjumani town. Adjumani town

is easily accessible from nearby settlements, including Boroli and Alere. Other settlements are at larger distance and

more isolated due to the district’s poor road infrastructure. From town it is approximately 50 km to the Elegu - Nimule

border post.

Around two thirds of the interviews were conducted in the two selected settlements, chosen because of their

diverging composition. Boroli settlement – divided into Boroli I and II - is home to 15,000 refugees, all new arrivals

since 2013, belonging to a multitude of ethnicities (GoU & UNHCR 2019). The Alere settlement is home to around

6,700 refugees (GoU & UNHCR 2019), belonging to Dinka, Nuer, Kuku and Madi. Alere includes both new and old

caseload refugees. Another third part of the respondents were ‘urban refugees’, selected in Adjumani town. Adjumani

town is home to many South Sudanese refugees that self-settled. Next to the more recent arrivals, some old caseload

refugees are settled in town until today, while they registered themselves again as refugees during the recent influx. In

order to obtain a diversified sample, a purposive sampling technique was applied. Overall, the sample was balanced in

terms of gender and included respondents from 14 different ethnicities, all between 23 and 67-years-old. The sample

mostly includes new caseload refugees.
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This study goes ‘beyond processes of refugee labelling’ by taking into account the refugees’ life histories and geo-

graphical context (Horst, 2008, p. 203). More than 75 interviews have been conducted, including life-history inter-

views in which the respondents were asked to talk about the different locations they have lived as from birth, and

to a second extent, current whereabouts of household members, to be able to situate the individual within a larger

network of ‘meaningful others’ (Horst, 2008). The life histories were complemented with semi-structured interviews

with key respondents including other refugees and representatives of the implementing agencies, OPM and UNHCR

aswell as informal discussions andobservations. Interviewswere conductedby the author in English; or inArabic,with

the help of a South Sudanese research assistant. In a second stage, the audio files were transcribed in English. Inter-

views inArabicwere transcribed by a second South Sudanese research assistant so that translations on paper could be

crosscheckedwith those given in the field. To guarantee the respondents’ anonymity, all names in this article have been

replaced by pseudonyms. The study was approved by the University’s Ethical Advice Commission for Social Sciences.

RESULTS: CROSSING BORDERS

Even though refugee settlements are usually located in marginalized areas, they are not secluded from the outside

world. Rather, refugee settlements are places of arrival, onwardmovement, temporary visits and voluntary return and

hence, figure as nodes in larger national, regional and international networks. The often-held assumption that as soon

as a person has been assigned refugee status (s)he is no longer mobile, does not correspondwith reality.

Applying Giddens’ structuration theory to migration, Richmond (1993) considers the voluntary-forced dichotomy

to be a continuum between ‘proactive’ and ‘reactive’ migration. Indeed, when deciding on whether to take refuge or

not, where to go to and how long to stay, different factors are taken into account.

Those who remained there [in South Sudan] are people who are working. If you are working right now

you can live in Juba because you can afford life. But if you don’t have any job you can’t stay there

because life is difficult. To feed alone is a problem. So peoplewho decided to stay there these arework-

ing class, but if you are not working life is hard. So both of my relatives are in the camp.

Male refugee, 34 years, October 2019, Adjumani town

When individuals do not have a source of income in South Sudan, the decision to flee might be more easily made.

Other factors taken into account are whether someone is enrolled in education, having children or not, the location of

family members, personal preferences such as whether to stay in a rural area or town; and as argued before, previous

experiences of displacement. As a consequence, the decision to leave is rarely based on one factor solely and people

decide for themselves which factor priority is given to. Josephine, for example, is a 25-year-old refugee who arrived

in Boroli in 2018. Her parents already came in 2014, but Josephine wanted to finish her secondary education first.

Together with her husband, she owns a house in northern Uganda, which she rents out to other people as she prefers

to stay in the settlement in the company of her parents and siblings. Josephine’s example illustrates the Ugandan set-

tlements are far from isolated from other localities.

Referring to their previous period of exile in Uganda before independence, Kaiser already demonstrated that to

meet the needs of their families, the Sudanese came upwith a ‘portfolio of strategies, tactics and approaches’ (2010, p.

57), far exceeding the immediate camp environment. This paper will discuss to what extent such dynamics still exist in

their current period in exile; butmore especially, itwill zoom in on two formsof everydaymobility that are strategically

pursued in order to lead a life that is as normal as possible – given the fact that they are physically relocated from

homes and loved ones. As such, mobility forms an essential part of many South Sudanese refugee households and

wider families. Nevertheless, mobility is not always desired nor possible, as a number of pre-conditions should be in

place.
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Crossing settlement borders

There are only fewwho strictly stay in the camps.

Police constable Adjumani district, October 2019

As indicated by a police constable working in one of the settlements, there are only few refugees who never leave

the settlements. Next to the old caseload refugees that self-settled, new caseload refugees are also swapping the rural

environment for themoreurban setting ofAdjumani townoroutside thedistrict, provided theyhave themeans todo so

anddependingon their needsandpreferences (cf. Kaiser,Hovil, &Lomo,2005).During theprevious influx,Hovil (2002)

noted the striking difference between settlement refugees and thosewho self-settled, in termsof how they responded

to the conditions. Also now, these town refugees are generally more resourceful, as an urban lifestyle is more expen-

sive compared to living in a settlement. Some of the respondents described having two homes and enjoying the flexi-

bility – to spend aweekend in town for example; others never put down a structure andmoved to town immediately.

Driven by diverse social and economic motivations, many more daily movements between the settlements and

town centres are happening along the muddy roads of the northern rural landscape. The main motivations to settle

in town are clear: access to better quality education, healthcare services as well as livelihood opportunities. Others,

having first-hand experience with how it is to spend your childhood in a refugee settlement, do not want their own

children to go through the same. In the statement below, one of our female respondents refers to a conversation she

had with her husband when arriving in Moyo district, before deciding to search for a place in Adjumani town, where

her sister had already settled with her family.

How can we grow up all these years in the camp and then we are taking our children to suffer in the

same camp. For how long? It doesn’t work!

Female refugee, 40 years, November 2019, Adjumani town

The Ugandan government grants the refugees the flexibility to settle anywhere, given they are registered in one

of the settlements. As settlement registration is a sine qua non condition for the refugees to be eligible for support,

the town refugees have to commute at least once a month during the distribution of food and cash. During distribu-

tion days, the otherwise sleepy settlement streets get filledwith queues of vehicles andmotorcycles, frompeoplewho

transport bags of beans and corn to their homes outside. Ugandan, but also many self-settled South Sudanese busi-

ness(wo)men from town take this as an opportunity to come to the settlements and sell their products such as clothing,

cooking utensils and cell phones. Similar to the previous influx of the Sudanese, the freedom tomove out of the settle-

ment leads to a win-win situation, as the refugees are now better able to contribute to local economies (Hovil, 2002).

Although neighbouring town centres are sites of attraction, mobility also happens in the opposite direction. One

of the old caseload respondents, a single mother that arrived in Uganda in 1987, explained how she was temporarily

living in town for the education of her children but later moved to the Alere settlement. Life in a settlement, whereby

food and a piece of land is provided, proved to be less costly and demanding than an urban lifestyle. She now combines

agricultural work with a part-time position as community development worker with one of the agencies.

I stayed in the town for 3 years and I found life was very difficult. By that timeAlere refugee settlement

was closed. In 2012, it was reopened for refugeeswhowere relocated fromMoyo district. UNHCR told

people in town that if you are not able to manage the life in town, better get yourself a place in the

nearest campwhere you can stay in, so that you can be helped.

Female refugee, 46 years, old caseload, Alere, November 2019
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One of our respondents, Jacob, is studying and living in Kampala (Uganda) – in a house owned by his brother who

is a soldier in South Sudan. Jacob regularly comes to the Alere settlement to visit one of his three wives and children,

and then continues his journey to Juba (South Sudan), to check upon his other family. Generally, the intense multi-

directionalmobility is enabled by the physical layout of the ‘camps’, being open rural settlementswithout any concrete

boundary such as a fence. Therefore, mobility does not have a permanent character per se, but happens in the form of

many daily movements, including a lot of interactions with surrounding host members who are coming and going, for

example to sell their agricultural produce.

Crossing country borders

Ideally as a refugee you are not supposed to move back to your country of origin until it is proved to

be secure enough for you, so that you can go officially. But it3 became very difficult for us because our

family needed to survive.

Male refugee, 40 years, teacher in South Sudan, Adjumani town, November 2019

In addition to the countless internalmovements, a significant degree of cross-bordermobility betweenUganda and

South Sudan can be identified, whereby in principle the refugees are bringing their status in danger. More specifically,

regarding visits of the refugees back to the country of origin, the 1951 UN Convention (art. 125) posits that certain

states could consider that the refugee re-avails himself of the protection of the former home country; although these

cases have to be judged on individual merit. So far, the Ugandan government is tolerant and many of the movements

happen irregularly across the porous border.

The mobility goes hand in hand with the improved security in South Sudan, as this study took place in the run up

to and right after the signing of the Revitalized Peace Agreement in September 2018. However, as more than a year

later sustainable conditions for return are not yet in place (UNHCR, 2020), this study took place in an ‘interim period’,

during which go-and-see visits to their places of return can be observed (Huser et al., 2019).

The nature of the cross-border movements varies from short-term return visits (King & Christou, 2011) to pro-

longed stays. An often-used strategy by (mostly) male South Sudanese is to leave wife and children safely in Uganda

and to remain in or return to South Sudan in searchof a livelihood. Somenever joined their families across theUgandan

side of the border; others did register as refugees but found themselves disillusioned by the lack of livelihood possi-

bilities in and around the settlements. As a consequence – mostly male but to a lesser extent also female – refugees

try their luck on Juba’s labour market, opt to cultivate a piece of land just across the border or take advantage of the

border region to do business. This is similar to the previous period of exile in Uganda, where the refugees described

southernSudanas an ‘extensionof their socio-economic network,madepossible by its accessibility’ (Hovil, 2002, p. 15)

Yes, I go andvisit people in SouthSudan. I havemychildwho is sickwho is under treatment in the village,

taking the local herbs. Last year I took her to South Sudan for treatment but up to now she is still under

treatment. I only don’t go to South Sudan because of my child. If my child was not sick or did not have

any problem and she plays andmove alone, I would have gone to work and support my children.

Female refugee, 38 years, November 2019, Boroli

This respondent, a single mother, explained how she sometimes goes to South Sudan to get traditional treatment

for her daughter, who is mentally disabled and living with her in the settlement. She emphasized that if her kids could

live more independently, they could stay in Uganda, while she would go to work in South Sudan, to be better able to

support them financially. This statement confirms how safety is associated with Uganda, while for work, people want

to return to South Sudan.
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The border is also crossed to maintain social relationships and activities. More specifically, the respondents men-

tioned trips to South Sudan to visit relatives (e.g. taking care of a parent, attending funerals or celebrations), to go for

treatment in formal health facilities or traditional healing in the village, or to enrol for secondary or university educa-

tion in Juba or elsewhere. The other way around, those who are employed in South Sudan or take part in its education

system, spend holidays in the secure environment of the northern Ugandan settlements and towns, surrounded by

their family members.

A less widely occurring, but nevertheless interesting reason to cross the border towards South Sudan, is to ‘seek

room to enact customs’ (cf. Jansen, 2018, p. 65). Whenever there is friction between the customs or norms of the

South Sudanese and Ugandan law, they actively choose whether to hold on to their familiar values or appropriate the

‘new system’ (Vancluysen & Ingelaere, 2020). In case certain customs or values are considered to be too important

to let go, people can decide to go back to South Sudan, for example to perform a marriage that would not be allowed

in the Ugandan settlement. Relatedly, conflicts that prove difficult to solve in the settlement context are brought to

customary leaders ‘at home’ for resolution (Vancluysen & Ingelaere, 2020). In the Alere settlement, two men argued

over a wife with children, whose late husband had died. The incident escalated and it was decided more proper

resolution could be provided in South Sudan.

This case brought a lot of tension. People wanted to fight. We tried to resolve it at the local level but it

failed. Until these people said yes, let us go back to our country and resolve this problem.

Male refugee, 33 years, October 2019, Alere

For the majority of the South Sudanese in Adjumani, displacement remains the dominant form of mobility, having

only limited room for exceptional movements during occasions of decease, illness or celebration. Yet for others, the

forced displacement itself has transformed into other forms of mobility over time (Van Hear, 2003). To this category, I

consider those who left the settlement and now commute across the border to engage in livelihood activities in South

Sudan. For them, displacement has not yet ended, but they find themselves further along the continuum from forced to

voluntarymigration.Moreover, the respondents proved to have a rather fluid understanding of countries and borders.

For example, some of them, being nomadic pastoralists, explained that they did not know they were in Uganda before

they were told so.

Applying a transnational perspective, there is a continued flow of people between the Ugandan settlements, rural

villages as well as town centres and South Sudan; and to a lesser extent third countries in Africa or elsewhere. The

movements expressed by the refugees are both a continuation of pre-conflict mobilities as well as a response to the

new insecurities faced through displacement. For many this is not the first time to be displaced and certain groups

have even spent the majority of their lifetimes in exile. According to Lubkemann, (2010, p. 193) displacement comes

down to ‘the transformationof the context ofmaterial (includingecological), social, and symbolic resources available to

social actors,4 in ways that render essential life projects harder to achieve’ (2010, p. 193). Wartime movement can be

one possible form, but equally, immobile individuals or households can be ‘displaced-in-place’. Importantly,movements

that happen during conflict do not necessarily need to be disruptive as, in certain cases, war-timemobility can also be

empowering (Lubkemann, 2010).

In fact, these war-time mobilities are empowering, as they enabled the South Sudanese to better cope with their

changedconditions andhelped themto leadanormal life. Inorderwords,whiledisplacement toUgandahasbeena life-

rupturing event, they now engage in forms of mobility that are life-sustaining, including for education, work or social

events (cf. Barrett, 2009). Indirectly, this might also positively impact the hosting communities, as it allows refugees

to be less dependent. This confirms the artificiality of the line that was drawn between ‘migrants’ and ‘refugees’ after

WorldWar II and for which separate regimes have been created accordingly (Karatani, 2005).

Nowadays, barriers of distance are more easily overcome through the use of digital communication and social

media, as these tools can make transnational interactions more frequent and meaningful (Marlowe et al., 2017). Yet,
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transnational activities were not possible for all respondents we talked to, and many see their plans restricted by the

structural lack of resources that characterises the northernUgandan context. Generally, themore resources (i.e. finan-

cial and social capital) one has, the more possibilities for mobility and transnational interactions one can access: for

paying transport, to go and compete on Juba’s labourmarket, to have start-up capital for cross-border trade or to have

access to digital technologies. Other decisive factors are practical, such as closeness to the border and the accessibil-

ity of locations more generally. At the same time, it should be emphasized that the movements the South Sudanese

engage in, are forms of ‘forced transnationalism’ (Al-Ali et al., 2001). As living in exile to a certain extent means that

your life is put ‘on hold’, much effort is invested to counteract this process and continue pre-flight activities.

South Sudanese families as transnational networks

I want them to continue [education] from here so that they can learn more about Uganda and those

[of my children] who are in Juba will learn more about South Sudan. And then one day we will come

together and each and every onewill be able to talk about their experience from these two countries.

Male refugee, 61 years, November 2019, Boroli

In line with the realities outlined so far, the statement above suggests that the refugees turned their new setting

into a ‘transnational social field’ (Schiller et al., 1992). Or put differently, ‘a borderless spatial system’ is created, defy-

ing the clearly demarcated nation-state (Tati, 2012). Over time, transnational networks are strengthened as the gen-

erally large South Sudanese families locate their members across Ugandan and South Sudanese town centres, refugee

settlements, villages and further abroad.

Being part of a transnational family allows the refugees to better handle the aversive conditions brought forth

by their displacement and to benefit from opportunities otherwise not available to them. In others words, through

transnational interactions with family members, including cross-border movements, the South Sudanese can more

easily access better education andhealth facilities; findways to supplement the support they receive andkeep in touch

with relatives back home. The splitting-up of family members in order to spread risks is the underlying logic of migra-

tion theories, but its application in refugee studies is rare (Horst, 2008).

The networks provide a form of social security, whereby each family member figures as a ‘node’. Contributions are

complementary (cf. Monsutti, 2008) and vary from taking care of children, providing income and sending remittances

to getting education as a future investment. Depending on the circumstances, people shift roles, take up other respon-

sibilities and move to new locations. Many of the respondents have already temporarily gone back to South Sudan,

for short visits or prolonged stays: children for education, mothers to take care of elderly parents and men to find

employment; while non-refugee family members come to visit the camps during weekends or holidays.

Generally, a gendered pattern could be identified in the division of tasks as men search for employment, while

women settle in Uganda taking care of children or elderly family members. The economic motivation for men to go

back to South Sudan, is well illustrated by the following respondent:

These men came here with their wives because South Sudan was not good. A man cannot stay with

the wife while not providing anything. It will bring problems in the family. Some were in the army and

they ran [to Uganda] with their children, some were working with their hands and they ran with their

children. And they see that there is no point of being here because they are not helping. So they decided

to return leaving the wives and the children so that they can be able to provide for them.

Female refugee, 38 years, November 2019, Boroli

For example, one of the respondents, Isaac, is living alone in his maternal house in Juba, where he works for a

humanitarian organization. His wife, children, brother and sister are living in Uganda as refugees. Every three weeks,
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he crosses the border to visit his family in Adjumani, the place he now refers to as his ‘home’. Continued meaning-

ful engagements across multiple localities, such as those of Isaac, spur debate on the usefulness of concepts such as

‘home’ and ‘belonging’. A (reconstructed) home can be translocal, with multiple meaningful localities being part of it

(Eastmond, 2006, p. 142), and whereby refugees are no longer expected to live either here or there, but in different

places simultaneously (Portes, 1997, p. 3) (own emphasis).

Searching for a livelihood activity or accessible education and visiting familymembers during celebrations or funer-

als, are all aspects of ‘normal life’ that get significance as people are now categorized as refugees; and even more so

as they cross an international border (Barrett, 2009). The examples given in this paper, however, demonstrate how

certain forms of mobility put the refugees in a better position to cope with the challenges of being ‘uprooted’. Gener-

ally, mobility and the geographical distribution of family members, allows people to better manage complex situations

(SerraMingot&Mazzucato, 2019). At the same time, the relevanceofmobility strategies varies according to structural

factors and refugees’ individual agency and duration in exile (Sturridge, 2011).

To engage in this kind of cross-border mobility and to stay in often insecure regions in South Sudan while being

separated from family members is not without risks and certainly not desired for. Therefore, these are mostly forms

of ‘forced transnationalism’ (Al-Ali et al., 2001), as the refugees are pushed out of (northern) Uganda by unfavourable

conditions. Theuncontrolledmovements across the bordermake themanagement of crimemoredifficult. The respon-

dent below explains some of the risks involved, including robberies and ambushes.

Actually, it is a risk because occasionally, there are ambushes on the roadwhere sometimes vehicles are

ravished and people lose their lives.Within Juba itself it is not safe. There are a lot of robberies, ending

in loss of lives. And there are others taking the risk of going to places like Kajo Keji. Because they left a

lot of food in the field; others have a few belongings that they still feel they can go and pick. And they

end up losing lives. We have heard so many cases of people going from the camp back and they end up

dying there. This is what is happening. But because of the pressure, the need. . . you can’t stop it.

Male refugee, 40 years, November 2019, Adjumani town

Although the refugees are free to work, formal employment opportunities are few and they have to compete on

a labour market that is small and saturated. Secondly, the food or cash support the refugees receive is too little to

sustain their generally large families. The allocated land is too small for both housing and cultivation and hence, does

not allow for meaningful agricultural production (Bohnet & Schmitz-Pranghe, 2019; Vancluysen & Ingelaere, 2020).

And while UNHCR and its implementing agencies invest in primary education facilities, scholarships for secondary

education are few.

While this transnational lifestyle helps families to pool resources, at the same time it comes with great sacrifice, as

a transnational set-up of families can be seen as corrosive (Bryceson & Vuorela, 2002), having repercussions on the

dynamics between and well-being of its members. Family members live separated from each other during prolonged

periods of time. Children grow up in Uganda, enrol in its education system and learn the local language. One of our

male respondents explained how, through the education system, his children are now fluent in Madi5; while he only

speaks Arabic and English (Male refugee, 44 years, October 2019).

DISCUSSION: RETHINKING REFUGEE MOBILITIES

Mobility as empowering

When talking about refugees, mobility is still too much considered to be problematic (Scalettaris, 2007).

Taking a step back from our thinking in terms of nation-states or ‘methodological nationalism’ (Wimmer &
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Glick Schiller, 2002), a transnational way of thinking aligns better with the reality of the displaced, whomove back and

forth between rural villages and urban centres within Uganda as well as across the border with South Sudan. Domes-

tic units and wider families split up across complementary locations to respond to the challenges they are confronted

with.

Given many of the transnational interactions are instigated by the displacement to northern Uganda, and as this

way of living can be corrosive for family dynamics, these are examples of ‘forced transnationalism’ (Al-Ali et al.,

2001). Yet, for the South Sudanese refugees, who have repeatedly been confronted with conflict and displacement,

the mobility of family members proves to be an important strategy to cope with challenges. Turning their house-

holds (and wider families) into transnational networks, with members at complementary locations, they are able to

avoid risks, diversify livelihood activities and continue social processes such as attending celebrations and funerals,

doing business or visiting loves ones. By all means, it should be recognized that for a significant part of refugees

worldwide, possibilities for movement are heavily restricted; as camp and/or nation-state borders still structure their

lives. Nevertheless, this paper has illustrated to what extent forced migrants’ mobilities contribute to their survival

strategies.

As we have seen in this paper, communities in northern Uganda and South Sudan share a long history of cross-

border activities, dating back to pre-colonial times (Leopold, 2009; Titeca, 2009). By consequence, the South Sudanese

can fall back on pre-existing social ties with co-nationals as well as host communitymembers, based on shared ethnic-

ity, trade or earlier experiences of displacement. Such pre-existing ties, however, are not captured by the separate

conceptions of ‘refugee’ or ‘immigrant’ (Hyndman &Walton-Roberts, 2000).

Experiences of migration in the past, were duly considered to optimise their decision-making today. The familiar-

ity with the people and places of Moyo and Adjumani districts has facilitated local integration: ties with host com-

munity members have been maintained, others can rely on family members or further relatives to go to, as not all

South Sudanese repatriated. In some cases, the refugees could even return to the land they had self-settled on before.

Although in the meantime conditions have slightly changed, these ‘experienced’ refugees know how it is to live in a

Ugandan refugee settlement and hence, can more easily navigate it. As refugees, they got introduced into the Ugan-

dan education system and established social ties and border spanning businesses, that were continued during periods

of peace in between. Thosewhowere previously displaced toKenya andEthiopia, nowopted forUganda, known for its

good security, service provisions and freedom. The findings of this paper illustrate how for South Sudanese refugees

in Uganda, local as well as transnational wartime mobility can be empowering and is not necessarily disruptive (cf.

Lubkemann, 2010).

Although policy frameworks often focus on the containment of refugees, freedom of movement here results in a

win-win situation, whereby the refugees themselves are less dependent and at the same time are contributing to local

markets and communities (cf. Hovil, 2002). In fact, the refugees who were regularly involved in activities across the

border in South Sudan, also turned out to be respectedmembers in local communities, with a rich network of Ugandan

friends. This confirms the double engagement of (transnational) migrants as having activities in the country of origin

does not rule out engagements in the host country (Mazzucato, 2008).

More fundamentally, the findings once again question the relevance ofmutually exclusive notions such as ‘refugees’

vs ‘migrants’ and ‘home’ vs ‘host’. The voluntary-forced dichotomy, however, remains ‘sticky’, as dissecting it could

potentially shakeupour current international refugee regime (Erdal&Oeppen, 2018). The internal andexternalmove-

ments discussed in this paper are made possible by the Ugandan government’s progressive and flexible attitude; and

gives a positive example to other countrieswhere themovement of refugees ismore restricted. But still, the discussed

trajectories underline once again that rural settlement policies generally do not meet the needs of South Sudanese

refugees, as they have to navigate settlement as well as country borders for economic survival and social commit-

ments. The policy framework constrains the contributions refugees can make to local economies and communities

(Hovil, 2002). In this light, the mobility of displaced persons, both during as well as after exile, should receive more

attention and be integrated into policy frameworks.
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Rethinking return

My father is no longer in South Sudan, my husband is also no longer in South Sudan and this thought

disturbs mymind every day. [. . . ] I will never return to South Sudan. [. . . ] My children, if they are big and

they are working and they are mature, they can go back and leave me. If Uganda says they don’t want

refugees any longer, I will look for another place likeKenya, Ethiopia orAmerica, if possible Iwill go. But

South Sudan, no.

Female refugee, 39 years, November 2019, Ayilo

After six years of civil war, a transitional coalition government was formed in February 2020, sealing the peace

agreement signed in 2018 (Aljazeera 2020). Understanding now the nature of the South Sudanese transnational net-

works, what does this mean for future return and repatriation efforts?

The transition from a conflict to post-conflict stage happens gradually; and since people and places change, a ‘com-

plete return’ does not exist (King & Christou, 2011). Referring to the Sudanese’ previous period of exile in northern

Uganda, Kaiser (2010) described the extent to which their ‘portfolios of strategies’ deployed during exile, were con-

tinued in their search for durable solutions. Indeed, our respondents narrated how children stayed in Uganda for edu-

cation, while parents returned and rebuilt previous communities or started anew, illustrating that return and local

integration are not mutually exclusive possibilities. Instead, there are many options in between, including the contin-

ued presence of family members in the host country. Just as the splitting up and dispersion of family members across

different locations empowers themduring exile, ongoingmigration reduces vulnerability and can facilitate reconstruc-

tion upon return (Monsutti, 2008). Patterns of a ‘split-return’ can vary according to a number of characteristics of a

household, such as its size and gender composition, as well as the circumstances of return (Harpviken, 2014).

Presumably, after spending such a long period abroad, notions of ‘home’ may have changed and can be attributed

to different places (Eastmond, 2006). As a response to the repeated insecurity in South Sudan and familiarity with

the Ugandan context, people sometimes referred to the idea of having two homes, or likewise, to have one foot at

each side of the border (cf. Bakewell, 2000). Next to a possible distant home in South Sudan, permanent structures are

built by the refugees in the outskirts of Adjumani town and elsewhere, investments that illustrate themistrust in their

country’s future. Moreover, those who never repatriated referred to how those who did, came back in a bad condition

and how this refrains them from ever going back. Overall, refugee-host relations in the region are cordial, and local

Ugandan communities are understanding of the fact that similar to the previous period of exile, a part of the refugee

population will not return.

According to Long, repatriation should not necessarily involve any physical return. Instead, it can be seen as a polit-

ical process, being a return to citizenship (2010, p. 3). Return itself should not be seen as a ‘single and definitive’ event,

but rather as dynamic andopen-ended, involving continuedmobility betweenhomeandhost (Eastmond, 2006, p. 144).

The durable solutions framework, however, leaves no room for the interaction of multiple strategies (Kaiser, 2010),

and is seen as incompatible with continued forms of mobility (Scalettaris, 2009).While mobility itself can be challeng-

ing, it can increase the access to socio-economic opportunities, while contributing to processes of development (Long,

2010).

CONCLUSION

This paper explored the everyday mobilities of South Sudanese refugees in northern Uganda, and how they navigate

borders more specifically. Two important forms of mobility were discussed. To begin with, there is a lot of mobility

between the rural settlements and neighbouring town centres, as self-settled refugees commute to the camps,
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especially during days of distribution. This way, they are able to overcome the protection gap for self-settled refugees,

as aid is still anchored to the settlements. Moreover, the refugees engage in cross-border mobility to and from South

Sudan, for short visits as well as prolonged stays.

The findings contribute to the literature on (forced) migration and transnationalism in two ways. First, I argue that

wartime mobilities and the crossing of borders are not always disruptive, as it allows refugees to hold on to certain

aspect of ‘normal life’. A second contribution has been to study the everydaymobilities of the refugees using a transna-

tional lens. Over time, transnational networks are strengthened as the generally large South Sudanese families locate

their members across Ugandan and South Sudanese town centres, refugee settlements, villages and further abroad.

Taking a step back from the usual focus on conflict, and by including broader regional, as well as personal histories of

the refugees, a more realistic understanding of the refugees’ daily lives and activities has been provided. Importantly,

however, these mobilities are not always possible nor desired: many households lack the resources to go out of the

settlements and the transnational set-up of families has repercussions on thewell-being of itsmembers. Overall, how-

ever, mobility forms an essential part of many South Sudanese households and families and is empowering in different

ways.

Knowing the splitting up and dispersion of familymembers across different locations can empower refugees during

exile, the paper endedwith a reflection onwhat thismeans for a future return or repatriation. Both during exile aswell

as in the post-conflict stage, solutions in which there is room for mobility are likely to be more sustainable, as they

correspondmore closely to refugees’ daily realities.
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ENDNOTES
1 While thedistinctionbetween ‘home’ and ‘host’ in this region is blurry; thepaper refers to ‘home’ as the country the refugees

have fled from (South Sudan); and to ‘host’ as the country where they found refuge (Uganda). In the discussion, however, a

critical reflection is given on how ‘home’ can be considered as ‘translocal’ (Eastmond, 2006).
2 Southern Sudan refers to the country before its independence from Sudan.
3 ‘It’ meaning not going back to South Sudan.
4 Defined by Lubkemann (2010) as ‘lifescape’.
5 The local language of theMadi, themain ethnicity in Adjumani district.
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